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CHARACTERS:

TAKEN CHILD

STANDARD CHILD

KILLED CHILD

CHILDREN RIGHTS PROTECTION SERVICES

and

MANY VARIOUS PARENTS, i.e.,

Parents of the Taken child

Parents of the Standard child

Daddy of the Killed child

Lights

“About society’s right to know. Society’s right to know is not absolute,” Saulius Skvernelis, 

Prime Minister of Lithuania.

Scene 1

Parents who didn’t beat anyone

Because in a normal state parents who didn’t beat anyone has the right to talk first

But this state is not normal and they are first not because they deserved it but totally by 

accident

Kitchen at home mother is washing dishes dish pile seems to never end

Father loafs around scrubbing non existing crumbs from windowsill from table from 

cupboard

MOTHER You will cut the nails

FATHER Why me

MOTHER Then who maybe me

FATHER You always cut it why suddenly me

MOTHER Because maybe I don’t want to anymore



FATHER Starts a revolution out of nowhere

MOTHER I’ll give you a revolution

FATHER Give me

MOTHER Why are you acting like an infant

FATHER Maybe because it is your job to deal with everyone like they are children

MOTHER There’s no need for state level conclusions

FATHER Let’s go on vacation

MOTHER What vacation

FATHER Why can’t we allow that to ourselves like normal people

MOTHER So go on vacation with all these fucking nails

FATHER Come here baby don’t be sad

FATHER You cut the nails better than me I can’t do it with the cutter and you know how it 

goes with scissors

MOTHER Not my problem

FATHER What is your problem

MOTHER I’m not happy

FATHER Do you know any happy teachers

MOTHER Education is science of happiness I did not study to be unhappy

FATHER Why did you study

MOTHER Because I saw the kid as a

FATHER As what

MOTHER As a lamb which stands on a hill and it turns out it stands on my breast and rivers 

flow from the middle to the valleys to the mouths of all those lambs and wool grows 

everywhere and they shut mouths to goggle-eyes

How is it possible for a human to have such huge eyes so it seems it does not fit fester or 

eye holes are too small to fit?1

FATHER Come my sad baby respect people at least a little

1 Bearing in mind the Prime Minister of Lithuania.



MOTHER Who will respect me

FATHER Only human can respect itself

MOTHER Listen just cut the nails and it’s done

FATHER I won’t cut it period

MOTHER It is always period for you and I still have to cut it what am I to you did I study for 

that

FATHER You didn’t study for that why did you study at all it made you very unhappy

MOTHER Made a state level problem out of nails

FATHER You did that

MOTHER What are those nails to you it will claw you or what

FATHER So cut it if it doesn’t claw

MOTHER Scared by scissors

FATHER Not by scissors by cutter don’t mix up

MOTHER You made that word up yourself inventor

FATHER We could have a normal conversation but you had to make a disaster as usual

MOTHER Because you’re not a man

Mother keeps washing dishes all the dishes are done mother cleans the sink tap stove 

everything she can find

Father goes to the bathroom to read smartphone it feels like he’s vanished

Scene 2

Children are next to apartment-house staircase and maybe even sit on the bench next to a 

rubbish bin and maybe next to recycling containers

Killed child looks alive

Taken child hasn’t been taken yet

Standard child is the best dressed nice jacket posh colours when you look at him you get this 

it is too beautiful and fake feeling

STANDARD You want tangerine?



KILLED I’ll need to peel it I have no hands

STANDARD I will peel it

KILLED I’ll have to split it I have no fingers

STANDARD I’ll split it

KILLED I’ll have to chew it I have no teeth

STANDARD I’ll chew it

KILLED I’ll have to digest I have no belly

STANDARD So you don’t want it

KILLED I want it thank you

STANDARD You won’t get it

TAKEN Where did you get tangerine

STANDARD Mommy brought it home

TAKEN What colour is your mommy’s hair

STANDARD Blue

TAKEN And face

STANDARD White beautiful

TAKEN Lithuanian?

STANDARD She works at a shops stands behind the counter

TAKEN She brings tangerines home?

STANDARD Not everyday but drinks for daddy always

STANDARD Only when it’s Sunday

And on Sundays we go for a walk in the forest

We have to do everything until three

Because after three we all go to sleep

TAKEN So you say you go to sleep at three

STANDARD Last time

They went to sleep



I couldn’t sleep just lied there sun behind the window

I saw something on the closet

TAKEN What

STANDARD I don’t know

TAKEN What is it

STANDARD White

KILLED Snowman

TAKEN You stupid or what in a room

KILLED I’m not stupid I have no head

TAKEN So what do you have you headless prick

KILLED Mommy daddy

STANDARD So your mommy is good

KILLED She is very good loves me caressed my head

Gently with her hand

With which she washed trousers before

STANDARD You don’t have washing machine?

KILLED We have machine daddy drives fast

TAKEN So what was it on the closet

STANDARD I take chair climb up daddy moved I was so scared

Just grabbed that white thing

And hurried back to bed

TAKEN So what was it on the closet

STANDARD Spray can

TAKEN What what



STANDARD Spray can if you don’t know

TAKEN I don’t know

STANDARD Stupid

STANDARD Well I can bring it with me next time if you want

TAKEN I do good I don’t have spray can

STANDARD You have mommy

TAKEN I have

STANDARD What colour is her hair

TAKEN Red

STANDARD Shop girl?

TAKEN Teacher

STANDARD What she teaches

TAKEN Lithuanian

STANDARD So she’s Lithuanian

KILLED Can you tell me about taste of tangerine

What’s up with you?

I would like it very much if you could tell me about the taste of tangerine

TAKEN Don’t cry

STANDARD So take it and taste it

KILLED I will have to peel I have no hands

STANDARD I’ll peel it

KILLED I’ll have to split it I have no fingers

STANDARD I’ll split it

KILLED I’ll have to chew it I have no teeth

STANDARD I’ll chew it

KILLED I’ll have to digest it I have no belly

STANDARD So you don’t want it

KILLED I want but I can’t



TAKEN So what is a spray can

STANDARD I haven’t tried it

KILLED Nothing you can’t describe neither tangerine nor spray can

I’m very good at describing things

For example what is sea

TAKEN So what is sea

KILLED Sea is water

TAKEN You haven’t seen sea

KILLED I have no eyes

TAKEN You haven’t swum at sea

KILLED I have no swimming cap

STANDARD You want to go to seaside?

KILLED Very much but I will never

STANDARD Why never

KILLED I have been killed

STANDARD Who killed you

KILLED Daddy

TAKEN Why?

KILLED Because I couldn’t say rabbit

TAKEN What?

KILLED Never say ra-bbit whatever happens

STANDARD Why do you say that

KILLED Ra-bbit means the end the end of the world

TAKEN Don’t cry why are you crying

Two boys who have never seen crying and dead kid at once so it’s not very nice feeling in the

air but what can you do

Scene 3



Standard child’s parents are having slow sex

So slow that not only she but also he who is not hurrying anywhere because with some 

medicine he has no problem with erection

And he wants to show the woman how good he is how long can he go on heyheyhey and this

and that

MOTHER I am thinking about you fucking me on vacation

FATHER You want something different than usual

MOTHER Of course I want different

FATHER How

MOTHER maybe we should try some surprise like in some castle under some portrait of 

some dead queen so she can envy us

FATHER You get excited when someone envies

MOTHER Of course it excites me I would want to I don’t know in the middle of a library 

between the aisles when all those old books of Hemingway and Remark are falling so that 

everyone would envy me because everyone envies when they see that someone is 

passionately fucking in the middle of the day

FATHER Exactly in the middle of the day

MOTHER Exactly passionately why

FATHER Nothing

MOTHER But I’m thinking not about that

FATHER What then

MOTHER What we’ll do with the kid

FATHER We’ll let him go outside

MOTHER What outside abroad there is terrorism

FATHER I didn’t think about that

MOTHER I don’t know you know I was thinking maybe we shouldn’t bring him

FATHER Don’t take him on vacation at all

MOTHER Does he need vacation from what you think school maybe



FATHER How can you get tired at school don’t joke

MOTHER We’re grown ups we get tired we’re no kids

FATHER True maybe you’re right let’s not take him otherwise we won’t be able to whenever

we want there in the same room that’s horrible

MOTHER I’m telling you my eyes popped when I first thought about that

FATHER When did you think that

MOTHER Yesterday I just didn’t say anything

FATHER Good that you said it

MOTHER You’ll tell him

FATHER Why me

MOTHER After all father should say such things about the vacation not mother

FATHER Why in contrast mother is more sensitive one

MOTHER But for the father it is more important to be able to fuck like normal human

FATHER Why to the father it is more important is it not important to you

Standard father climbs off the standard mother

MOTHER Important so I say

FATHER So why do you say that for the father it is more important

MOTHER Because still

FATHER What still you don’t even care maybe so why are you lying here on your belly go to 

the shower or paint your nails don’t just lie there if it’s not important

MOTHER What’s got into you just look at Skvernelis he reacts to everything like a Belgium

FATHER Why are you dragging my childhood friend into this sex talk you have some fantasy 

or what

MOTHER God how childish you are I don’t know I can’t even say anything anymore I can’t 

joke

MOTHER No worries we’ll go some place we’ll rest calm down

Standard father doesn’t calm down



MOTHER Don’t you want to finish?

FATHER Finish yourself if you want I’m done I have to go to the balcony I need fresh air it’s 

dreadful here see the spring outside

MOTHER Of course go outside there’s so much space in the balcony breathe some fresh air

FATHER Today is the first of March

MOTHER Of course it is March how did that March come so fast hop and here it is suddenly 

it’s just been New Year

Standard father leaves

Mother finishes herself
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I SCENE

RAIN: I am the rain.
DOG: I am a dog.
RAIN: I am as I am.
DOG: Exactly, that’s how it is.
RAIN: Can you hear me, Dog?
DOG: I can, how come I couldn‘t hear.
RAIN: With your outer ears?
DOG: With outer ones. Do you envy me?
RAIN: I do, how come I don’t envy. 
DOG: But what do you have?
RAIN: Me, what do I have?
DOG: What do you have?
RAIN: And what do you have?
DOG: I have my ears.
RAIN: I don’t.
DOG: Exactly, you don’t.
RAIN: That’s what it is.
DOG: So what do you have? 
RAIN: You’ve already asked that. 
DOG: Yes, I have.
RAIN: I’m going to ask you a question, too.
DOG: Go ahead.
RAIN: I am asking.
DOG: You’re not asking about anything.
RAIN: That’s how it is.
DOG: Perhaps that’s not important at all.
RAIN: Excuse me?
DOG: I said, perhaps it’s not important at all that you have nothing to ask me about.

RAIN: But I have something.
DOG: Really?
RAIN: Sure.
DOG: Well, that’s great.
RAIN: That’s how it is.
DOG: Are you anxious about something?
RAIN: I forgot where we were going to.
DOG: Back and forward.
RAIN: That’s true.
DOG: That’s what truth is like: as you say, so it will be.
RAIN: Are you the author of this thought?
DOG: Maybe it’s me, but maybe it’s not maybe.
RAIN: I have to notice that the thought is racing with the times.
DOG: What is that supposed to mean?
RAIN: Here, it does not go as you say. There is nothing.
DOG: Exactly, nothing.



RAIN: You can say whatever you want, but still there will be nothing.
DOG: That’s what it is.
RAIN: So please don’t repeat that thought again.
DOG: As clear as daylight – how come I will repeat that thought?
 RAIN: Pull yourself together, Dog.

II SCENE

HIM: I am standing in the rain, I am facing it, my eyes are closed completely, but I am quiet –
I don’t want to protect myself from the rain, I want to surrender to it.
HER: I feel very old, like everything would have passed already. Today is my twenty-fifth 
birthday. In our short-living family, this is considered to be the middle of my life.
HIM: Midsummer. I am standing here, leaning against an old maple tree, because standing 
in the middle of the field would be too difficult – the wind has risen.
HER: When I shaved off my hair, all the things changed. My thoughts began to burn my 
head, as the sun is biting them. And when it rains, then my head is so clean, so clean inside 
that I keep silent all rain long.
HIM: Now I feel more secure than ever, since during the rain, nobody is hovering around 
me: neither the homeless, nor cats, nor mosquitoes, nor women.
HER: A big sad-looking dog comes up to me and carefully sits down. It seems that it expects 
nothing from me, it just wants to be around. I love dogs, even those who are shabby, lousy, 
or scabby – they know how to treat a human being.
HIM: Mosquitoes are quite ok, as long as they don’t stick into me, cats may also be ok, if 
only they don’t chafe against my legs. I’m not afraid of the homeless, it’s just that they 
remind me of my father, who would occasionally come round our place to wash himself. For
a long time, I used to avoid entering the bathroom after him – sometimes I would wait for a 
month. And the women ... They talk a lot. For me, it’s too much.
HER: Now I have acquired a taste for walking on the roof of my apartment house – from 
there, you can see the view overlooking the river, and there, you can feel the autumn very 
well. Only smoking on the roof is harder – a cigarette is drawn in by the wind very quickly.
HIM: What do I think of life? It is not easy to live, really. Not just for me – probably for no 
one. There are those who say otherwise, but I do not believe them: this is a posture, 
perhaps a kind of defense.
HER: Life is tough, yeah.
HIM: It really is.
HER: It seems to me that for the dog, who has just sat next to me, the days are also 
challenging. I would take it home, but the time is not good for that anymore. Would it be 
enough just to stroke it?
HIM: But this I never tell to anyone, because it’s not what people talk about. People fondle 
themselves when they are talking, caressing their own heads, nodding approvingly to 
themselves. Then they wait until the other fondles himself or herself, and then they sink 
their claws into themselves again.
HER: I come up to it and stroke it, beginning from the forehead and to the middle of the 
back. It looks surprised and very happy.
HIM: But this is not what we are about here. What we are about here is – rain.
HER: I can say it beyond all doubt: if I had an opportunity to choose what to be – a human 
being or a mongrel – one hundred percent, I would choose a dog’s life. I have thought about



it a lot of times, and all the times I have reached the same conclusion: to fret only about 
food and peeing – for me, it would be the salvation. In a human’s life, I find too many things 
that I can worry about.  For me – it’s too much.

III SCENE

RAIN: What’s making you so cheerful?
DOG: Do I look cheerful?
RAIN: That’s exactly how you look.
DOG: Why?
RAIN: That’s what it seems to me.
DOG: But why does it seem to you?
RAIN: How do I know that?
DOG: Exactly, how do you know?
RAIN: That‘s what it is.
DOG: You see, to others, I look cheerful.
RAIN: You do.
DOG: That’s true.
RAIN: But do I look cheerful?
DOG: Exactly, you don’t.
RAIN: That’s what it is.
DOG: When they see you, others don’t look like that either.
RAIN: I have noticed that. 
DOG: Well, aren‘t you ashamed?
RAIN: Me, ashamed?
DOG: You should be ashamed.
RAIN: That’s what it is.
DOG: So, are you?
RAIN: I am.
DOG: But it’s not worth it to be ashamed – it takes you nowhere.
RAIN: There‘s no way the shame could take you somewhere.
DOG: Absolutely nowhere, as I have just said.
RAIN: But what, if not the shame, will take me somewhere?
DOG: Can it be the eyes? There is a saying: go where your eyes go. 
RAIN: Isn’t there a saying: go where your heart goes?
DOG: It seems to me that the heart doesn’t go, but it tells you: go where your heart tells you
to.
RAIN: That’s true – but where was my mind?
DOG: Take it easy.
RAIN: Why do we stop so often?
DOG: So that we can look if we can see anyone or anything.
RAIN: See anyone or anything – where?
DOG: In the distance.
RAIN: So, can you see anything or anyone?
DOG: Nothing.
RAIN: Absolutely nothing?
DOG: Absolutely, even more nothing than last time.



RAIN: But did we see anyone or anything last time?
DOG: Nothing.
RAIN: So it goes.
DOG: Once again, we have been left in the basket.
RAIN: That’s what it is.

IV SCENE

HIM: That’s what this day has dawned like. For me, it’s quite unexpected – I thought that it 
would not rain. It is a real gift to me, I am really very happy.
HER: My bald head needs to be shaved very often. My wish was to be bald to a full degree. I 
found that the baldness is somehow purifying my mind, in a manner of speaking, my life is 
even better now. It seems ridiculous – but actually it’s not, the severity of life depends on 
the length of one’s hair. You see, my hair was vvery long, fluffy, large, it was a kind of trailer 
to me, a trailer to this body. Perhaps that’s why now I have acquired a taste for the wind. 
HIM: Today, I washed myself in the shower very clean. Recently I have changed the shower 
head – now the water spray is round, focused and strong. It’s a very good feeling. And my 
sponge is also new, bright blue, it looks like a little cloud.
HER: What did I eat for breakfast? Festive, festive was my breakfast. A bun with heavy 
cream and blueberry jam, coffee of royal taste, with real cow milk, and a well-unripe 
banana. These bananas are the most delicious – the skin has to be still a little green.
HIM: Usually, I wash myself twice a week. Once I take a hot bath, and once – a shower. The 
shower I take on Monday morning, and the bath – on Sunday evening. If anyone knew it, 
they would say that I wash myself in an unreasonable manner.
HER: After the breakfast, I brushed my teeth, and ironed my red sweater. How dreary my 
daily life is, when you think about it.
HIM: On a day like this, I wanted to be clean and fragrant. I put on my most precious 
perfume, as if someone was going to smell me. Maybe someone is going to, when you think 
about it, who knows.
HER: Dreary is maybe not the word. But what is the word, I don’t know. The dog shakes 
itself, as if it was raining, but it’s not. Maybe the dog thinks that it is raining? For example, it 
seems to me that it is autumn.
HIM:  That‘s it, my sacred rain is going to be a sad mess. There is a homeless guy coming up 
to me. Funny, when you think about it, that each time I see a tramp, I feel distorted – what if
this is my father, or my father’s friend, or my father’s woman, or my father’s another child, 
my sister.
HER: Yet it is raining. Perhaps I was so much away in my thoughts that I did not notice as it 
started to rain. Perhaps that is the reason why the dog is here. Oh, dear me. I am going to 
wait until it stops, and then go. I guarantee that it will not follow me – why would it need 
me, after all.
HIM: I think that I’d better go. You never know what the homeless guy wants from me.


